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Chapter 1678 One person bullies one case

As soon as this evil sword came out, it firmly attracted everyone’s attention.

They didn’t want to look at the sword, but for some reason, their eyes were
locked as if they wanted to die.

The more I looked at it, the more fearful emotions arose in my heart.

The appearance of the sword body alone makes people feel terrified!

And Wiliam stood on the spot, obviously feeling the pressure brought by this evil
sword.

Kind of interesting…

This strange sword covers the sky, and it really hides deeply.

If they are full of firepower, it is a matter of course to be the first of the nine
sects!
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It’s a pity that they follow the evil way, and take the initiative to dare not make
some things public.

If Wiliam hadn’t pushed them to a desperate situation today, they probably
wouldn’t have exposed all their cards.

“Boy, accept your life!” Hu Feiquan shouted, and a small amount of sweat began
to appear on his face.

Thirteen times to Huangquan, this great formation has to be driven, and the
effort is enormous.

So Hu Feiquan plans to make a quick decision!

He shouted loudly, and the rune formation on the soles of their feet seemed to
come alive, rushing towards Wiliam frantically.

They are like poisonous snakes, moving on the ground, as if to completely wrap
Wiliam.

Wiliam originally wanted to hide behind him or in other directions.
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But suddenly I found that these thirteen trips to Huangquan had a bit of a
doorway.

His four directions, even the sky, have been surrounded by runes.

Everyone at the scene broke into a cold sweat for Wiliam.

These thirteen trips to Huangquan, when the most powerful, can kill all the
warriors who build the state of mind!

Although it is not the strongest state now, it is enough for Wiliam to drink a pot.

And Wiliam, after finding that there was nowhere to dodge, stood still.

If you can’t avoid it, deal with it head-on.

In the blink of an eye, the rune formation has devoured Wiliam fiercely!

Among the runes, it seems that there are thousands of dead bones.

Even in the air, there seems to be the sound of ghosts crying and wolf howling.

“Wiliam!” Su Emei couldn’t help shouting out.

“Hahahaha! Boy, you are not dead this time!” Hu Feiquan sneered aside.

Sweat had wet the clothes of all thirteen of them.

“Boom!” There was a loud roar.

In the withering of eternity, blood splatters everywhere!

It was all Wiliam’s blood!

After a while, the fierce rune suddenly collapsed!

It exploded directly from where Wiliam’s body was.

The scattered runes and withered bones directly devoured some people around
who were too late to dodge.

And those who are contaminated by this rune withered bones will be sucked dry
in an instant, turned into a pile of powder, and die silently on the spot.

Hearing the sound of the explosion, Hu Feiquan’s brows wrinkled directly.

He is the leader of the thirteen Huangquan Formation, and he was the first to
backlash.



He covered his heart and spat out a mouthful of blood.

The faces of the others were not much better.

It was as if they had been hammered into their hearts by a heavy hammer, and
their faces were like golden paper!

This kid, isn’t he still dead!

The rune formation flowed back to the feet of the thirteen people like running
water.
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At this time, they saw clearly that Wiliam was still standing there.

His body more than three meters tall, let alone how scary it is at this moment.

Covered in blood!

Even though he had thick ancient beast scales to protect his body, he still
couldn’t stop the blood flowing down.

People don’t die.

Hu Feiquan’s lungs were about to explode.

Is this kid really a monster!

He couldn’t even die under the devour of Huangquan’s formation thirteen times!

If there was an ordinary Nirvana realm martial artist, it would be too dead at this
moment!
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hateful!

And Wiliam, after the pressure on his body dissipated, he squeezed his fist.

The sound of popping beans came from the fist.

He still has power.

These thirteen times Huangquan Wiliam was able to bear it head-on.
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But when he endured it, he was somewhat enlightened.

First of all, this formation is missing, not the strongest state.

Secondly, Wiliam seems to know why these people can live like old monsters for
so long.

These people actually fused their own souls with that evil sword that was
withering away all bones.

This hand, it can be said that there is a god!

You must know that the sect master of the first generation of strange swords
covering the sky completely merged his soul into this ten thousand bones
withered.

So he died.

And each subsequent generation still maintains the behavior of integrating their
own souls into the annihilation of all bones.

It’s just that they didn’t all blend in.

Rather, it’s nearly half-melted.

Then, with the nourishment of this magical evil sword, they were able to survive
for so long.

This also explains that in the half-soul state, they naturally cannot be compared
with the peak state.

For a while, Wiliam was interested in this strange withering of bones.

I really want to try the appearance of this sword in its peak state, what kind of
majesty…

It’s a pity that these people are not perfect, and the sword is not perfect.

Thirteen Huangquan in the current state, theoretically, it is not wrong to kill
Wiliam.

After all, Wiliam would be injured in every rune formation.

As long as he can release the array a few more times, Wiliam might die because of
it.

But it is a pity that Wiliam can last a few times, can these people last a few more
times?



The metamorphosis on Wiliam’s body is slowly recovering his damaged breath.

He was still blindfolded, but raised his head and sneered: “Is it alright, you guys?”

Facing Wiliam’s provocation, Hu Feiquan’s teeth were about to shatter!

His heart was ruthless, and he released the formation again.

This time, Ten Thousand Bones Withered as if a trace of evil spirit had been
stirred up.

The phantom of withered bones flying all over the sky devoured Wiliam in an
instant.

Unfortunately, the ending was the same as last time.

Wiliam was only injured, but not life-threatening.

On the other hand, the thirteen people, because of maintaining the formation
and backlash, have already lost their legs one by one.

“How many times can you release?” Wiliam asked with a smile.

“I hate it! I hate it! Boy, you are bullying me that I am not the strongest state! You
are bullying me thirteen times that Huangquan is not the strongest state! You
are bullying me that we can’t exert our strongest strength! If we Do you dare to
show off your might in front of us!” Hu Feiquan was so angry that his head
exploded, as if his head was even bigger.

“Did I bully you? Hahahaha!” Wiliam laughed out loud when he heard this.

What a wonderful sword to cover the sky!

A sect can’t deal with one person, and it’s just that I have bullied their sect?

ridiculous!

it is ridiculous!

“Okay! Since I said that I bullied you alone!”

“I, Wiliam, really don’t want this cheap!”

Wiliam stepped out one step, and actually walked towards the death of the eyes!

“I’ll let you die so clearly and be convinced!”



“Don’t you just want to use the strongest strength of this ten thousand bones
withered? You can’t do it, how can I help you do it?”
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